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The Account and Law 

Firm Puntello and Bianchi 

has been operating since 

Fenruary 2006 and is your 

ideal corporate partner. 

The team of highly-trained 

qualified professionals led 

by two partners, chartered 

accountant and auditor 

Giovanni Puntello and civil 

law solicitor Andrea Banchi, 

both fully experienced, 

quickly found its place in the economic and social 

fabric of the Province of Como and Northern 

Lombardy by handling important Italian and 

international clients at all levels, from craftsmen 

to traders, from big business to non-profit trusts. 

Giovanni Puntello (34), married and father of a child, 

a world sailing champion involved with various 

teams in international regattas, mayor of Como Yacht 

Club and treasurer of Valmadrera Windsurf Club, 

and consultant for a good 50 companies including 

those quoted on the Stock Exchange, has brought to 

his profession the same philosophy he won with in 

sport: commitment, precision, professionality and 

the ablity to create a team.

The lawyer Andrea Bianchi (32), in charge of Tourism 

and Sport at Cernobbio Town Hall is assistant 

lecturer at the Chair of Civil Law of the University 

of Insubria, and a professional who is friendly, 

elegant and knowledgeable, who undertakes 

both extrajudicial consultancy work pertaining to 

company law and working pactice, and public and 

private litigation work, be it corporate (bad debts, 

contract disputes, etc.) or personal (individual 

disputes, divorces etc.).

The Firm’s constant updating on the technological 

front and its anticipated utilization to solve fiscal 

problems, places the Firm Puntello and Bianchi in 

the avant-garde regarding corporate consulancy on 

a national scale, convinced that economic sitations, 

institutional reforms being introduced and new 

regulations do not constitute an obstacle, but a great 

opportunity to be siezed by their clients. A firm of 

a new generation, which thanks to the experience 

acquired via relations with government departments, 

the economic fabric and the basic friendship and 

synergy between

the two partners, represents a fundamentally new 

support vehicle for clients. “We set up relations, 

remove obstacles, multiply profits and share ideas”, 

is the firm’s slogan. Puntello and Bianchi – the ability 

to look ahead and be the first, even by advertising in 

the paper.
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www.puntelloebianchi.it
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